PONDICHERRY UNIVERSITY
(CENTRAL UNIVERSITY)

SYLLABI OF
MODERN INDIAN LANGUAGE PAPER (MIL)- BENGALI
(BENGALI FOUNDATION COURSE AS PER CBCS)
[First, Second, Third and Fourth Semester]
FOR B.A., B.Sc., B.Com. etc.

(Applicable for the Batch of students admitted
From the Academic year 2017-2018 onwards)
MODERN INDIAN LANGUAGE PAPER [BENGALI]

FIRST SEMESTER

COURSE: - MIL - I, SUBJECT CODE - LBEN 111

TITLE OF THE PAPER – “APPLIED BENGALI”

CREDITS ALLOTED - 03 (LECTURE)

FULL MARKS- 100 (75 for Written Test + 25 for Internal Assessment)

CURRICULUM:

A) COMPOSITION
   (UNIT -- I)
   1.) SANKSHIPTASAR / BHAB-SAMPRASARAN
   2.) ABEDAN/NIBEDAN MULAK PATRA LIKHAN
   3.) PRABANDHA/NIBANDHA RACHANA

B) BANGLA SADHARAN BYAKARAN
   (UNIT -- 2)

PAD PARICHAY, BANGLA BANAN BIDHI, BAKYA GATHAN RITI, KARAK-BIBHAKTI, SAMAAS.

REFERENCE BOOKS:

1.) SADHARAN BHASA BIJNAN O BANGLA BHASA -- Dr. RAMESHWAR SHAW
2.) ADHUNIK BANGLA BYAKARAN O RACHANA - JAGADISH GHOSH O ANIL CHANDRA GHOSH.
SECOND SEMESTER

COURSE: - MIL - 2, SUBJECT CODE - LBEN 121

TITLE OF THE PAPER – “BENGALI PROSE, POETRY”

CREDITS ALLOTED - 03 (LECTURE)

FULL MARKS- 100 (75 for Written Test + 25 for Internal Assessment)

CURRICULUM:

A) SANGYA O SADHARAN PARICHAY

(UNIT –I)

(a) KABYA O KABITA, (b) PRABANDHA, (c) NATAK, (d) GALPA - UPANYAS

B) KABYA – KABITA

(UNIT –2)

a) SADHARAN MEYE - RABINDRANATH THAKUR,
b) SHIKAL PORAR GAAN - KAJI NAJRUL ISLAM
c) KHUKU O KHOKA - ANNADASHANKAR RAY
d) BODHU - SUBHAS MUKHOPADHYAY

(TEXT BOOK - ADHUNIK BANGLA KABITA - EDITED BY BUDDHADEB BASU)

C) CHHOTO GOLPO

(UNIT – 3)

a) POST MASTER, (b) SHASTI, (c) EK RATRI

(d) SHUBHA -- RABINDRANATH THAKUR (GALPAGUCHHA)

(TEXT BOOK -- GALPAGUCHHA)

D) NATAK

(UNIT –4 )

BAIKUNTHER KHATA – RABINDRANATH THAKUR

REFERENCE BOOKS:

1.) BANGLA SAHITYER NANA RUP -- SHUDDHASATVA BASU
2.) SAHITYER RUP-RITI -- UJJAL KUMAR MAJUMDER
3.) SAHITYER RUP-RITI O ANYANYO PRASANGA -- KUNTAL CHATTOPADHYAY
4.) ADHUNIK BANGLA KOBITA -- DIPTI TRIPATHI
5.) ADHUNIK BANGLA KABITAR RUPREKHA -- BASANTI KUMAR MUKHOPADHYAY
6.) KABITA, ADHUNIKATA O ADHUNIK BANGLA KABITA -- BARINDRA BASU
7.) RABINDRA NATYA PRABAHA - PRAMATHA NATH BISHI.
THIRD SEMESTER

COURSE: - MIL - 3, SUBJECT CODE - LBEN 231
TITLE OF THE PAPER – "UPANYAS O CHHOTO GOLPO"
CREDITS ALLOTTED -03 (LECTURE)

FULL MARKS- 100 (75 for Written Test + 25 for Internal Assessment)

CURRICULUM:

A) UPONYAS --

‘KAPALKUDALA’ -- BANKIMCHANDRA CHATTOPADHYAY

(UNIT - I)

B) CHHOTO GOLPO --

(UNIT -II)

1) MAHESH - SHARAT CHANDRA CHATTOPADHYAY
2) BALABAN JAMATA - PRABHAT KUMAR MUKHOPADHYAY
3) PUI MACHA - BHIBHUTIBHUSAN BANDYOPADHYAY
FOURTH SEMESTER

COURSE: - MIL - 4, SUBJECT CODE - LBEN 241
TITLE OF THE PAPER - “BANGLA BYAKORON O BAKDHARA”
CREDITS ALLOTED -03(LECTURE)

FULL MARKS- 100 (75 for Written Test + 25 for Internal Assessment)

CURRICULUM:

A) BANGLA BYAKORON --

(UNIT -I)

1) BANGLA SHABDA BHANDAR
2) BISHISTARTHOK SHOBDO
3) PROBAD PROBOCHON

B) BAKDHARA

(UNIT - II)

REFERENCE BOOKS:

1) SADHARAN BHASA BIJNAN O BANGLA BHASA -- Dr. RAMESHWAR SHAW
2) ADHUNIK BANGLA BYAKARAN O RACHANA - JAGADISH GHOSH O ANIL CHANDRA GHOSH